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ABSTRACT
Model Agnostic Meta-Learning (MAML) is one of the most representative of gradient-based
meta-learning algorithms. MAML learns new tasks with a few data samples using inner updates
from a meta-initialization point and learns the meta-initialization parameters with outer updates.
It has recently been hypothesized that representation reuse, which makes little change in effi-
cient representations, is the dominant factor in the performance of the meta-initialized model
through MAML in contrast to representation change, which causes a significant change in rep-
resentations. In this study, we investigate the necessity of representation change for the ultimate
goal of few-shot learning, which is solving domain-agnostic tasks. To this aim, we propose a
novel meta-learning algorithm, called BOIL (Body Only update in Inner Loop), which updates
only the body (extractor) of the model and freezes the head (classifier) during inner loop up-
dates. BOIL leverages representation change rather than representation reuse. This is because
feature vectors (representations) have to move quickly to their corresponding frozen head vec-
tors. We visualize this property using cosine similarity, CKA, and empirical results without
the head. BOIL empirically shows significant performance improvement over MAML, partic-
ularly on cross-domain tasks. The results imply that representation change in gradient-based
meta-learning approaches is a critical component. This paper was presented at ICLR 2021.

MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTION

Meta-learning, also known as “learning to learn,” is a methodology that imitates human
intelligence that can adapt quickly with even a small amount of previously unseen data through
the use of previous learning experiences. To this aim, meta-learning with deep neural net-
works has mainly been studied using metric- and gradient-based approaches. Metric-based
meta-learning [4, 12, 14, 17] compares the distance between feature embeddings using mod-
els as a mapping function of data into an embedding space, whereas gradient-based meta-
learning [2, 7, 10] quickly learns the parameters to be optimized when the models encounter
new tasks.

Model-agnostic meta-learning (MAML) [2] is the most representative gradient-based meta-
learning algorithm. MAML algorithm consists of two optimization loops: an inner loop and an
outer loop. The inner loop learns task-specific knowledge, and the outer loop finds a universally
good meta-initialized parameter allowing the inner loop to quickly learn any task from the initial
point with only a few examples. This algorithm has been highly influential in the field of meta-
learning, and numerous follow-up studies have been conducted [3, 6, 8, 11, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19].



(a) MAML/ANIL. (b) BOIL.

Figure 1. Difference in task-specific (inner) updates between MAML/ANIL and BOIL.
In the figure, the lines represent the decision boundaries defined by the head (classifier) of
the network. Different shapes and colors mean different classes. (a) MAML mainly updates
the head with a negligible change in body (extractor); hence, representations on the feature
space are almost identical. ANIL does not change in the body during inner updates, and they
are therefore identical. However, (b) BOIL updates only the body without changing the head
during inner updates; hence, representations on the feature space change significantly with the
fixed decision boundaries. We visualize the representations from various data sets using UMAP
(Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection for dimension reduction) [5].

Very recent studies [1, 9] have attributed the success of MAML to high-quality features
before the inner updates from the meta-initialized parameters. For instance, [9] claimed that
MAML learns new tasks by updating the head (the last fully connected layer) with almost the
same features (the output of the penultimate layer) from the meta-initialized network. In this
paper, we categorize the learning patterns as follows: A small change in the representations
during task learning is named representation reuse, whereas a large change is named represen-
tation change. 1 Thus, representation reuse was the common belief of MAML.

Herein, we pose an intriguing question: Is representation reuse sufficient for meta-learning?
We believe that the key to successful meta-learning is closer to representation change than
to representation reuse. More importantly, representation change is crucial for cross-domain
adaptation, which is considered the ultimate goal of meta-learning. By contrast, the MAML
accomplished with representation reuse might be poorly trained for cross-domain adaptation
since the success of representation reuse might rely heavily on the similarity between the source
and the target domains.

To answer this question, we propose a novel meta-learning algorithm that leverages repre-
sentation change. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a simple but effective meta-learning algorithm that learns the Body (extractor)

of the model Only in the Inner Loop (BOIL). We empirically show that BOIL improves the
performance over most of benchmark data sets and that this improvement is particularly
noticeable in fine-grained data sets or cross-domain adaptation.

• We demonstrate that the BOIL algorithm enjoys representation layer reuse on the low-/mid-
level body and representation layer change on the high-level body using the cosine similarity
and the Centered Kernel Alignment (CKA). We visualize the features between before and
after an adaptation, and empirically analyze the effectiveness of the body of BOIL through
an ablation study on eliminating the head.

• For ResNet architectures, we propose a disconnection trick that removes the back-propagation
path of the last skip connection. The disconnection trick strengthens representation layer
change on the high-level body.

1 In our paper, representation reuse and representation change correspond to feature reuse and rapid
learning in [9], respectively. To prevent confusion from terminology, we re-express the terms.
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